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Within Reach 

By: Collin Schuck 

 

 The red brick brightens as the early afternoon sun shines on the façade of the 

Greater Ithaca Activities Center. The steel and glass entranceway facing West Court 

Street splits the two-story structure down the middle. Two custodial workers cut and edge 

the grass that starts on the corner of West Court and North Albany Street, spewing blades 

of green along the sidewalk and the smell of cut grass into the air. The mower and edger 

clash with the sounds of construction farther down West Court. It’s warm in the sun, but 

a slight breeze warns one to wear a light jacket. 

 On the building hangs a white banner with a birthday cake covered by the words: 

“Happy Birthday...40 Years of Community.” 

 Six high school boys churn dirt in a small garden opposite GIAC. The garden 

started as one rectangular planting area and now has three long rectangular planting areas 

facing horizontally from the back, one on the right running parallel with the new 

unstained fence built seven months ago, and two tall square planting areas close to the 

sidewalk facing GIAC. 

 The kids work weekdays from midday until mid-afternoon as part of the 

Conservation Core to help struggling students graduate on time while providing a place 

to get involved in the community. 

 Joelle holds a clear plastic cup in his right hand as he hunches over the closest of 

the three horizontal planting areas to GIAC. He slowly steps left over right, lightly 

pouring water along one of the four rows of seeds. This year they’re planting bok choy, 

garlic, kale, lettuce, onions, peas, and spinach. The rest of the group stands around the 

middle horizontal plot holding an assortment of cultivators and spading forks, blank 

looks on their faces searching to escape the boredom. 

 “This is so dumb,” Noah whines with a spading fork stuck in the dirt, shoulders 

slouched. “I need to get outta here.” 

 Jodie turns toward the group from his post to see the boys standing idle. It’s 

already 2:15 p.m. and they need to leave for Ithaca High School in an hour. Jodie leads 

the oldest of three groups that come into GIAC—High School, Transitions, and Peewees. 
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He’s tall and stocky with short braided hair and a dark full beard trimmed along his pock 

face, each smile and word spoken shows crooked yellow teeth through his large lips. He 

sounds like Barry White on a scratchy record.  

 “C’mon guys,” Jodie says with a slight ritard, “let’s get going. We still have to 

plant the onions and kale today.” 

 “Yeah guys let’s get this done,” parrots Edgar. 

 Edgar—it’s “Eger” when the kids pronounce it—is the tallest of the six boys 

standing an inch over six feet, giving him the credentials to be “general manager” of the 

operation. He steers the wheelbarrow to the small dirt pile in the back for another load 

while Jalil, Eli and DaQuan—the shortest three boys, all around five-foot four—till the 

dirt. Noah continues to stand, lightly jabbing the dirt with the spading fork. Joelle finishes 

trying to catch falling water droplets in his cup and grabs a cultivator. All but Joelle have 

a look of contempt on their face. 

 A red caravan drives south down North Albany Street toward the center of town, 

windows down. The robust black woman in the driver’s seat sees Joelle through her 

passenger-side window and gives him a large smile. 

 “HI JOELLE!” she beckons with a right-handed wave. 

 Joelle quickly looks up and gives a small wave. “Hi!” 

 “Do you know who that is?” Noah says from the side of his mouth as the car rolls 

away. Joelle shrugs. He kneels by the dirt box, mindlessly turning the dirt with the 

cultivator, hung up on a thought. 

 “What if your dreams came true?” 

 “I know, right?” Noah mutters as he turns dirt with a spading fork. 

 “No, like your real dreams came true?” 

 Noah looks up at Joelle and stops churning. He smiles slightly. “I would be able 

to teleport.” 

 
******** 

 
 Ping-pong is a game of finesse. The playing surface is three feet longer than a 

king size bed. Reaction time is limited, so decisions must be swift and precise. Strike the 
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ball too hard and it will never come back in play. Too soft and it will never go over the 

netting. But with just enough guidance it will go where it’s aimed. 

 Joelle and Noah are already mid-game. It didn’t take long for them to return from 

the Conservation Core site and delve right into a game. If there’s no schoolwork to do, 

the weather is cold and the gymnasium downstairs is being used, there really isn’t much 

else to do. 

 They play for a crowd of six by the windows on the far wall of the Teen Room. 

The wide but shallow room is split into two smaller areas down the center by a large 

divider wall. Along the windows on the left is a ping-pong and air hockey table with a 

small computer lab hugging the near wall. The other side has common area with a long 

table, chairs and mounted LCD television. The walls are bare and earth-toned with only a 

couple motivational posters and art projects, the ping, pong, ping of the plastic ball 

bounces off the walls. 

 Rahmel sits near the ping-pong table and engages them as they play. He doesn’t 

play the game but loves the scenes in Forrest Gump. And the kids are easiest to talk to 

when distracted. 

 “So why wasn’t it a good day?” Rahmel asks. 

 “We had to carry logs up a hill and down a hill,” Joelle replies, his voice 

deepening with a slight mumble. 

 “Did you have to?” 

 Noah cleanly interjects, “No, we did not have to.” 

 Joelle and Noah are a lot alike. Both are in tenth grade at Ithaca High School and 

have parents that work at Ithaca College. Both have been at GIAC for a few years and are 

the oldest in the teen program. Both have a similar circle of friends here and at school. 

Both are lean but athletic and love basketball. 

 But there are a lot of differences. 

 Joelle stands around six feet tall, a gray hoodie with “OFWGKTA”—the acronym 

stands for Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All, a hip-hop collective led by 

rapper/producer “Tyler, The Creator”—written on the front in bold white letters worn 

loosely over his lean body. Resting backwards on his head a black hat with “HOT ICE!” 

written in bold blue lettering. He proudly wears a pair of black Nike suede low tops. 
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 Noah is a few inches shorter but wears a fitted black sweater with white 

horizontal stripes and red undershirt. His blue jeans loosely held up by a white belt. His 

gracious smile and contagious laugh can fill a room.   

 With each point comes commentary from either side of the table. Joelle’s remarks 

are smug while Noah is confident. Every so often Joelle softly raps Young Sam lyrics, 

waving his arms in the air. Noah chuckles at a comment made. A new observer sits 

quietly on a stool taking notes, tucked in a corner by the table trying to be as invisible as 

possible. But a tall blonde guy wearing a United States Olympics jacket is hard to hide. 

 Joelle smiles at him. His eyes squint slightly. 

 “Now you’re about to see some intense ping-pong.” He notices the logo on the 

jacket. 

 “Did you play for the Olympic team?” 

 The new guy freezes for a split-second before it registers. “No, did I? No, no no 

no no,” he stammers and shares a long but forced laugh. 

 “Frick, yo you suck,” Edgar says after Joelle loses consecutive points. 

 “That’s the problem, man,” Noah coolly says just before his next serve, “you 

suck.” 

 Rahmel heads downstairs and the others leave for the high school, leaving Joelle, 

Noah and the new guy. Joelle and Noah address him. Noah doesn’t speak much, but 

Joelle fearlessly asks numerous questions, listening intently to each answer. Then the 

conversation goes back to ping-pong. 

 “You good at ping-pong?” Joelle asks between paddle strokes. 

 “I’m pretty good, I’ve played.”  

 Noah stops and looks at me, eyebrows raised, a playful smile reappears. “You 

wanna play me?” 

 “He’s good,” Joelle adds. “He’s really good.” 

 “Is that a challenge?” the new guy asks, looking right back at Noah. 

 “Yeah, it’s a challenge.”  

 A sigh. “I guess I have to.” 
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 He stands up off the stool take Joelle’s paddle, which now rests on the tableside 

closest to the room divider. Joelle stands against the windows by the center of the table. 

This is their way of testing out the new guy. First the questions, then the game. 

 To figure out who serves first, the players place their paddles on the edge of the 

playing surface and take turns tossing the plastic ball across the table, trying to aim for 

the opponent’s paddle. After a couple rounds, Noah lands a toss square on the other 

paddle paddle. His service. First to eleven points, win by two. Service changes every 

three points. Can score at any time, so every shot counts. 

 Noah knows he isn’t the greatest ping-pong player but he’s the best of the kids 

that play at GIAC. He’s played for a few years, making him the most experienced. He 

holds the paddle like a fork; handle always facing toward the ceiling. Every stroke is 

effortless. His arm glides through the air, striking the ball with just enough power and 

spin to keep me on edge. He calmly shifts his weight in a squared stance, but his eyes 

follow the ball like a hawk.  

 Noah jumps to an 8-4 lead. As the lead dwindles, he begins to force shots. He 

becomes more aggressive, like a cat frantically pouncing on a flashlight beam. With one 

final strike, the comeback is complete. 

 11-9. 

 Noah gives a soft smile and turns to Joelle, who has wandered to the other end of 

the room to practice rapping. 

 “He just beat me, Joelle!” he hollers across the room. 

 “He did?” Joelle starts to walk toward Noah. 

 “Yeah, he’s nice.” 

 “Guarantee he can’t beat me though.” 

 “Guarantee he will.” 

 Joelle snatches the paddle from Noah and takes his position. Noah explains the 

terms and goes through the service ritual. First to eleven, win by two. 

 When conversation goes quiet, Joelle breathes a light whoosh every time he 

swings his paddle. He plays much looser than Noah and isn’t as intense, only playing 

since the table arrived a month ago. He tends to bounce on his toes, much like he does 
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playing basketball. His paddle flies freely with each stroke but power guides each swing. 

He tempers his comments unlike his earlier match. 

 “What’s the score?” Joelle asks after three or four minutes. 

 11-6. 

 Joelle’s mouth elongates, his eyes blankly drift away and flips his paddle on the 

table and walks away before he can laugh in disbelief. 

 “Wanna play again?” 

 Noah retakes the paddle. 

 
******** 

 
 “Who wants cupcakes?” 

 Rahmel walks into the Teen Room holding a box of packaged cupcakes in each 

hand and a CapriSun box in each arm. The 30-year-old Transition leader sets the 

CapriSun on the table as the Transitions swarm the table on the right side of the room 

near Rahmel. A chorus of “ooo! ooh! me! pick me!” fills the room, hands shooting into 

the air. Rahmel chuckles and hands out the first couple packets. 

 An idea pops in his head. 

 “You know what we’re gonna do?” he hollers over the mob of kids. 

 The voices subside; arms cautiously remain in the air. 

 “Free-for-all! Stand back!” 

 The kids scurry toward the center of the room, excitement on their faces. Rahmel 

reaches into one of the cupcake boxes, grabs a handful, and tosses them into the air. The 

middle school kids bump and dive into each other, trying to scoop up any remaining 

package. Rahmel laughs, standing with the empty box in his left hand. 

 “It’s sad,” he says between laughs. “It’s just like a lion pit.” 

 Rahmel has dark hair in a low top fade with a gray spot the size of a nickel on his 

right temple. Slight stubble lines his jaw. Teeth jut out slightly from his mouth when he 

speaks. His clothes fit tightly against his skinny figure. A gray hoodie and dark jeans 

jacket are left open, revealing an Iron Man t-shirt and a thick gold cross hanging from his 

neck. Keys jingle from a belt loop of his skinny blue jeans. On his feet: light blue and 

black Nike Air Max LeBron 7 All-Star 2010 Edition shoes. 
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 Ithaca is a long way from his origins in the Red Hook Projects of Brooklyn, but 

after his grandfather died in 1996 he was forced to leave Brooklyn and travel west. 

Rahmel is “quite the Renaissance man,” straying from drugs and valuing education and 

learning. He’s into basketball and rap but really likes drawing, even if it’s “nerdy.” 

 He even owns a house with a front and back lawn. 

 Rahmel stands in the doorway to the computer lab, staring at one of the boys 

playing ping-pong. With the high school kids gone, the Transitions get free reign of the 

Teen Room. 

 “You gotta print it,” Rahmel says to Rashid, one of the more defiant boys. 

 “But I did it though!” Rashid lies. 

 “Rashid, come here.” 

 Rashid drops the paddle on the table and struts toward Rahmel with his arms 

open, looking at one of the other boys. 

 “Your mahhhhhhhhhhhmmm!” 

 He walks by Rahmel and plops down in one of the open seats to finish his 

biography. The lab has five computers along the two walls furthest from the door, each 

occupied by a different kid. They’re working on pop art. Each kid is assigned one famous 

artist, responsible for drawing and coloring his or her artist and posting a small biography 

on the back. Not every kid is around to create one, so Rahmel creates the missing artists. 

 The kids use a stencil, but Rahmel freehands. He got an art scholarship to the 

University of Pittsburgh his senior year at Ithaca High School.  He didn’t go because he 

didn’t know anything about Pittsburgh. His teachers sold him solely on the art program, 

assuming that’s all he was interested in. He was the first in his family to graduate high 

school. 

 “I didn’t know shit about college.” 

 But what he lacked most was a support system. Four people went to his high 

school graduation. He was never rewarded for his achievements. There was no support 

from the Projects, only people refusing to be upstaged. 

 “I wanted somebody to give a fuck.” 

 

******** 
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 “Why don’t you take some time off?” 

 Travis leans back in his chair. The Program Administrator has already wheeled 

away from the rest of the staff, whom enjoys lunch and cracks jokes around the four 

joined tables at the center of the room. He sits by the door of the first floor conference 

room next to Rahmel, who walked in late. They speak in low voices. 

 “They just pushed me over the edge,” Rahmel says. 

 Travis gives a small shrug. “Take some time off. It’s okay to do so.” 

 Rahmel hasn’t touched the sandwich in his lap since speaking with Travis. He’s 

been pondering a move to San Jose in the next two years to follow his dream of being a 

solo recording artist, but this most recent family incident is swaying his decision. 

 “The only way I can cut people off is to leave,” he says. “I have to leave. I can’t 

be here. Either they have to leave or I have to leave ‘cause of the things I’ve learned 

about me.” 

 After his drug-addicted parents lost custody when he was six, Rahmel became the 

male father figure for his two younger sisters and younger brother until they could 

understand right from wrong.  

 “I’ve been the watchdog of this family for so long that I don’t know how not to 

be. If I’m capable of helping, I’m going to help them. You get what I’m sayin’?” 

 Travis nods. He shares the same selflessness and experiences Rahmel has, but 

now in his early-40s with a ten-year-old kid, he has learned the value of putting his 

immediate family first. 

 “They playin’ on that,” Travis adds as he interlocks his fingers on his stomach. “If 

the only way for you not to deal with it is to leave, that means you runnin’ and you’re not 

that kind of dude.” 

 He pauses. 

 “Somehow, you have to look at ‘Man of the House’ as priority number one, and if 

the others can’t fit into what you’re doin’ at that moment, you got to keep them away 

from number one.” 

 The two met in 1997 with Rahmel joined GIAC’s summer basketball camp and 

teen program. Travis grew up in Cayuga and worked at GIAC after high school. After 
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Rahmel dropped out of Kingsborough Community College following his car getting 

stripped, Travis convinced him to come work at GIAC. Over ten years later, they’re still 

here. 

 Despite the broad shoulders and muscular physique of a tall ex-football player, 

Travis’ voice is gentle and soothing. A gold chain bearing a cross hangs from his neck. 

Tattoos line his arms. A stud mounted on each earlobe. Short dark hair gelled up off his 

scalp. Two soft brown eyes hide behind brown and tan square frames. 

 “If somebody feels like they owe me something,” Rahmel continues, shifting 

slightly in his seat, “they seek it out. But they don’t get owed shit!” 

 Travis lifts his right hand and emphasizes his point. “Look, the family owns a 

responsibility. If you let your kids do this and do that, then you’re gonna get what you 

allow. But they blame society. If their kids don’t do well in school, it’s the school’s 

fault.” 

 “They won’t tell the kids what they did wrong. They just try to cover they own 

ass.” 

 “It won’t change until you change their way of thinking.” 

 

******** 

 

 Travis eagerly waits for his turn. It’s presentation day, and he feels jitters racing 

through his body. Being in Mr. Erickson’s senior English class only makes him more 

excited. 

 Mr. Erickson is a big guy—six feet tall, more than a few extra pounds tacked on. 

A large brown perm with a full beard and mustache. His bracelets, rings, earrings and 

necklaces stick out, and Travis thinks he’s “a cool dude.” His mannerisms—sauntering 

movements, swift flicks of the wrist—give the impression that he is gay, but Mr. 

Erickson isn’t outward about it. Travis was raised to not judge others—he doesn’t feel he 

has room to judge—so it didn’t catch his attention. 

 Travis is only one of a few black students in the Maine-Endwell school system 

and can’t relate to many teachers in the mostly white, wealthy neighborhood in the late 
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1980s. He always has good grades but doesn’t fit in socially. For sure a gay guy can 

understand my experience, even though he’s white, he thinks. 

 Finally, Travis is next.  

 His presentation: why Jesus was black.  

 The idea comes from Ras Charles. He’s an old-time Jamaican guy at Binghamton 

University, praising the music of Bob Marley and working as a DJ at WHRW. “Smart as 

shit and one of the coolest dudes I ever met.” Ras Charles told Travis his theory, so 

Travis brought him to class as a presentation aid. 

 Travis waits impatiently for Mr. Erickson to call on him. Ras Charles waits in the 

hallway. He can picture it: the class listening to Ras Charles thinking, Holy shit, what is 

happening here?  

 “It’s better to enlighten people’s minds rather than using my fists to prove a 

point.” He thrived on that shock. 

 Mr. Erickson stares at Travis, and Travis stares back in confusion. Maybe he saw 

my presentation in the hallway or something else, he thinks. 

 “What are you waiting on, a nigger waiter?” asks Mr. Erickson. 

 There is a fine line between being called a nigger and a nigga. The only way that 

word is appropriate is if a close buddy—usually black—says it to acknowledge a sense of 

brotherhood from understanding the struggles of the world. Being called “colored” is 

worse to Travis—it assumes a family immigrated to the country, the lowest insult to 

make—but this word is really low. 

 And Mr. Erickson isn’t one of his close buddies. 

 Excitement changes to anger. Travis wheels around and looks at his friend, 

Chris—also black—in confusion. Chris feels the same about the word and is already 

clutching his desk in rage, his knuckles changing color ready to explode. Travis wants to 

make sure he heard Mr. Erickson right. 

 “What the fuck did he just say? Did he just say what I thought he said?” 

 Gary looks at Travis. He’s an Italian guy and another of Travis’ friends, and he’s 

not afraid to speak his mind. 

 “Bro, he just fuckin’ said what you thought he said.” 
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 The last time Travis was called an inappropriate name by a teacher, he didn’t 

defend his pride and went to the office for talking back. When his dad found out, Travis 

was told: 

 “If you don’t deal with your teacher, I will come to school and slap the shit out of 

you.”  

 So Travis stands, walks straight up to Mr. Erickson, and lands a right jab square in 

the mouth. 

 

 Travis sits in the principal’s office five minutes later with a sheepish grin on his 

face. He got the message across but was still confused. Why, he thinks, of all people in 

Maine-Endwell High School, doesn’t Mr. Erickson understand how much that hurts deep 

down? Maybe he’s looked down on and put down for being gay, and instead of turning 

that to sympathy he used it as motivation to bring me lower than where he stands. 

 A little while later, Travis’ dad arrives at the school and met with the principal 

with Travis in the room. It’s a big problem for a student to hit a teacher and should call 

for a superintendent meeting and suspension, but the administrators are scared. 

 The principal explains to his dad why this event “was a faux pas,” and apologizes 

profusely. As the meeting ends, his dad speaks up. 

 “Look, I understand,” he says and holds out his right hand. 

 As the principal starts to reach out to clasp hands, Travis watches as his dad 

brings his hand back and quickly throws a right hook, connecting with the jaw of the 

principal. 

 “Oh sorry,” he chuckles, “that was a faux pas.” 

 

******** 

 The gymnasium is filled with people, kids, and decorations. It’s the 2nd Annual 

Kick Butts Day at GIAC, a program put on in collaboration with Tobacco Free Tompkins 

to educate kids about smoking and advocate a tobacco-free environment. The Peewees sit 

in a mass in the center of the gym facing the miniature stage along the far wall. Standing 

behind them is the GIAC Staff along with the volunteers who play games, color pictures, 

sign shirts, and give out information about tobacco with the Peewees at the three tables 
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on either side of the gym. Local media and common council members stand along the 

near wall trying to blend in with suits. 

 Jodie’s voice booms through the speakers over the sound of chatter and laughter. 

 “Who wants to rock?” 

 Joelle stands left of the stage behind the crowd. His girlfriend stands to his right, 

clutching his basketball bag for tonight’s practice. He doesn’t know how long they’ll be 

together. He does know he likes architecture and wants to attend Kansas State or USC so 

he can try to walk on to the basketball team.  

 Noah looks blankly into the crowd of adults and elementary school kids. He’s a 

few steps left of Joelle, just far enough to be on his own but not totally alone. 

 The two boys are performing an original rap by Rahmel at the request of the Kick 

Butts Day organizers—Rahmel hates the rap, but seeing the group’s appreciation for his 

work is cool. They spent the last 30 minutes practicing in the empty Teen Room, using 

ping-pong paddles as microphones, running around the room with every chorus refrain. 

They barely looked at it before this afternoon. 

 Their only request is Rahmel stands behind the crowd holding a giant poster with 

the lyrics. From afar the words look like graffiti but are legible. 

 Jodie chants the names of the “VIPs” into the microphone to goad them on stage 

to dance along with the rap. The “VIPs” consist of program leaders and Ithaca Common 

Council members represented at the event. One GIAC staff member tries to force Travis 

on stage, but he doesn’t want anything to do with that. He sneaks into the hallway, 

“looking for other VIPs” and gladly watches from a distance. 

 Jodie looks at Joelle and Noah. They both nod. 

 “Next coming up to the stage...or...to the floor. We got Joelle from 

the...uh...Ithaca High School...” 

 The adults cheer loudly and clap as Joelle walks into the miniature stage. 

 “...born and raised in the projects.” 

 A few adults chuckle amidst the clapping. 

 “Next we got Noah...” 

 Noah leans into Jodie’s ear and says something quietly. 

 “...I mean, ‘Mad Superboy Fresh’ Noah...” 
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 More cheers and applause. 

 “...raised up on the hill. He’s not from the hood...” His voice trails off. 

 Another laugh from the adults, a few from the Peewees. 

 Rahmel sits on a stool just behind the Peewees in the center of the gym, holding 

up the poster of his lyrics for Joelle and Noah to read, smiling. Joelle and Noah stroll 

around the stage holding their microphones, anticipating their debut. Both share a glance 

at each other, giving the slightest smile. 

 They’re on their own. 


